Lavender Bouquet

Fresh Cotton

A sweet powdery floral
blend of rose, jasmine,
lavender and lily with a
hint of citrus and a base
note of musk.

FRAGRANCES

An intermingling of
laveder, sage, tyme
rosemary and eucalyptus
softened with a dash of
vanilla

Strawberry Swrl

Cucumber Melon

Sweet red berries with a
touch of jasmine, stirred
with rich vanilla cream.

Starts with a sweet
green floral blend then
relaxes to a sweet fruity
melon and ends with a
dry tea note.

Coconut Palm

Sandalwood Mint

Tahitian Breeze, this
scent features the
sweet, wonderful smell
of coconut and rum
accented by vanilla.

Simple but elegant, this
woody fragrance has a
cedar foundation with
light floral touches

Jasmine Blossom

Sweet Amaretto

Starts with the jasmine
blend then balances out
with lilac, green top
notes anda strong floral
body.

A top note of almond
warmed with a sweet
vanilla and nutty spice.

Coconut Verbena

Herbal Notes

An appetizing blend of
sweet vanilla, peach,
verbena, and coconut
leaving you feeling
splendidly exotic.

The freshness of herbal
lavender, sage and mint
is spiked with notes of
bergamot while sweet
floral lingers .

Orange Peel

Apple Slice

This orange has just the
right ripeness, with the
perfect blend of sweet
and tart - a great
refreshing fragrance.

Creamy Vanilla

Freesia Garden

An appealing yet simple
composition of soft
musk and sweet white
flowers amid rich
creamy vanilla.

A pretty floral beginning
with fresh green
accords, smoothing into
a sweet, fruity floral
body.

Fresh Citrus

The Choice Is Yours!

Customize your products with these fresh, clean
fragrances or go fragrance-free, if you prefer.
Or leave it to us - we offer a menu of standard
product/fragrance combinations.

A sweet, fruity apple
blend with hints of
plums, peaches and a
trace of lemon

A crisp, citrus/floral
blend that combines the
essence of summer’s
fresh lemons touched
by tart lemon peel.

Eucalyptus Mint

A fresh cleansing blend
of invigorating blend of
lemongrass, lime
berganot and tyme
relaxing into rosewood

